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Regional Simulations
of Highway and Transit ITS:

Travel, Emissions,
and Economic Welfare Effects

R. A. JOHNSTON AND C. J. RODIEB.
Dlvlmon of Envwonmental Studies, Umvermty of Cahforma

Davls, CA 95616, U S A
ra3 ohnston~ucdav~s, edu

Abstract--Various problems m the regional modeling of ITS are dmcussed We then review
previous research on the effects of ITS hlghway and tranmt technologies on travel and emLss~ons,
and critique these studms Then, we outline our past research methods and findings and describe
the weaknesses of these studies Thin revmw m followed by descriptions of two recent projects,
one simulating automated freeways and one simulating advanced transit technologies These two
types of technologies pose substantial and different sets of problems for modelers We describe the
economm welfare model we adapted and apphed m these projects We conclude with an outhne of
our current modeling improvements and how these relate to the other advancements being made m
related modehng areas (~) 1998 Elsevier Scmnce Ltd All rights reserved

Keywords--TraveI demand modehng, ITS modehng

1. INTRODUCTION

Our research differs considerably m its focus from most ITS work While considerable funding

has been directed at the development and testing of technologies, we assume that the technologms

work and ask whether ITS is worthwhile

For several years, we have performed systems-level evaluations of advanced technology roadway
and transit systems The early papers were conceptual and broad, whde the more recent work

has focused on emissions and economic welfare These recent projects have used the Sacramento,
California region as our test area, because the travel models for this region are relatively sophm-

treated Our most recent methodological contributions include the lmplementat~on of a traveler

welfare model, linked to the travel models and the initial application of a land use/transportation

model

First, we will identify the methodological issues m performing regaonal evaluatmns of ITS.
Then, we will briefly rev,ew our past work and describe the methods used m the most recent

Thin work was supported by Caltrans, the University of Cahforma/Caltrans PATH program, and the California
Energy Commmsmn We thank Andrew Jakes & Associates for thelr technology evaluatmn work on the ITS transit
contract and we thank D Shab~zlan at UC Davis for running the emmslons models for the recent projects Thanks
also go to J G~bb at DKS Associates m Sacramento for hls help with the travel models, especially m getting the
travel model software to save the huge tables needed for the economm calcu|atlons Most emphatmally, we thank
G Garry and the other modeling staff people at Sacog for sharing model files, enduring endless questioning about
thelr models, and consulting on the substance of our ITS tranmt scenarios Our SACMET model runs, however,
should be seen as our own and not officlally approved by Sacog
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studies in some detail and outline the findings Finally, the integrated urban modehng that we
are just beginning will be brmfly described The emphasis throughout will be on methods, with
only summaries of our findings given

2. PROBLEMS IN SYSTEMWIDE MODELING OF ITS

Ostna and Lawrence [1] reviewed the various forms of ITS and found that some programs,
such as enhanced inspection and maintenance, transit scheduhng, and vehmle prmmg, are hkely
to reduce emissions, whereas incident management and route gmdance may increase NOz, and
vehicle control may increase all emissions This arUcle as conceptual, wath reference made only

to theory and to general findings from earlier studies It is, however, a very useful overview of
these issues

The reason that vehicle control (Automated Haghway Systems or AHS) might increase em~sslons
is that speeding up travel with large regional capacity increases can be expected to increase
trlpmalang and trap lengths, single-occupant auto mode share, auto ownership, and suburban
growth on the metropolatan edge The effects of all these changes on emlssmns is complex,
because the lower emLssions per vehmle-mlle expected m automated platoons ~s traded off against
the higher vehmle miles traveled (VMT) Only state-of-the-practme travel models that have elastic
auto ownershap, trip generat,on, trip d,stribution, and mode choice (these vary as accesslblhty
vanes) can be used to evaluate AHS accurately One then needs to factor emmsmns per vehicle-
mile, based on mmrosimulaUon of automated vehicles As we show below, all of these travel
modeling methods are m use and the mmrosimulatmn of mdawdual vehmles is just now coming
into use.

The economic effects of AHS are also not obvious in advance We could see net benefits for
travelers m regions with severe congestion and suppressed trlpmahngo However, in most urban
regions, which are only moderately congested and travelers can still move off-peak, we would
expect welfare losses to travelers from the added distance traveled and from the additional, low-
value trips We adapted a traveler welfare model to use aggregate zonal data, typ,cal in regional
modeling, m order to be able to evaluate these effects These models have shortcomings, however.
The extra travel costs could be offset by gains m uUhty from better quahty housing farther out
from the urban center Only integrated (land use/transport) urban models can represent and
measure these changes in locator welfare and no such model with land market bidding represented
has ever been used in the U S, although such models have been apphed m many regmns in Europe,
Asm, and Latin America At the end of the paper, we describe our mltial cahbrataon of such a
model on datasets for the Sacramento region

In a paper showing the need for emparical simulation, Brand [2] proposed to evaluate ITS
projects with a mix of economic efficiency criteria and overlapping demand criteria, while noting
that these groups of measures overlap The use of such overlapping criteria confuses eva/uations
with double-counting and makes the weighting of the categories of measures overly pohtmal A
comprehensive economic evaluatmn should be done, instead, and the effects on other criteria d,s-
cussed outside the economm evaiuatmn. Brand% method of economic anMysis exphcltly assumes
that capacity increases will not induce additional trips or longer traps, while acknowledging that
these assumptions are unreMlstac He then uses these unreahstic--and incorrect--assumptions

to demonstrate that capacity increases will produce net benefits. This paper serves to illustrate
the dire strmts into which agencies and others interested in ITS could find themselves if they do
not develop sound evaluatmn methods based on economic theory.

Over the past several years, our development of increasingly complex models has paralleled
the increasing concern over induced travel from capaoW addlt,ons of any kind In the U.S, the
concerns have centered on the effects of the extra travel on emassions, while m the U K., the
concerns have focused mainly on the economic welfare effects.
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A Transportation Research Board commattee examined the effects of mcrea.sed roadway ca-
pacity on emkssmns and found that the weight of the evadence suggested a travel elastacaty with
respect to travel cost of up to about -0 5, meaning that if we speed up a traveler 100% (reducing
time costs by about 50%) he wall go about 25% farther [3]. The commattee also agreed that
capacity increases will mcrease development of lands at the metropohtan edge, where travel per
capita ,s haghest. Overall, though, this advksory body found that the emkssmns mcreases would
be small and part of a declining emasslons burden brought about by cleaner tailplpe technologms
They were examining typmal freeway extensions and waden,ngs, however, and not AHS, which
can mcrease capacity much more drastmally In our work, we took care to examine AHS scenarms
with different speeds and with all freeway lanes automated and with just one lane automated, m
order to evaluate a great range of capacaty increments

Due to concerns over thks issue of reduced travel, the EPA adopted regulations m 1993 requmng
that, ,n serious, severe, and extreme ozone nonattamment regmns, travel models represent re-
duced trap lengthening with feedback from the traffic assignment step to the trap dlstr~butmn step
and encouraged the representation of induced trapmakmg wath a similarly elastm trap generation
step (40 CFR 51 452(b)). Most of the affected regmnal agencms have added these capabdltms
to thear travel models The related reqmrement that, m these reglons, the travel models must
"utilize . a logmal correspondence" between land use patterns and future transportatmn sys-
tems has compelled some of the affected agencms to Implement integrated urban models, whmh
ks ongoing and largely unsuccessful, due to the difficulty of these U S models We beheve that
the class of urban models that we are implementing m our research ks superior to the model types
m use in the U S The third type of legal reqmrement that relates to our research program ks the
USDOT regulatmn under ISTEA that metropohtan transportatmn plans must "consxder" the
overall economic effects of the plans (23 CFR 450 316) These requirements also apply to Major
Investment Studies for projects (23 CFR 450 318) We go through these legal issues to show
that, m the case of transportation plannmg in large metropolitan regmns, theoretmally accurate
modelmg of ,nduced travel and of economm welfare happens to be legally required

The U K. transportatlon planning process has long rehed on econonnc evaluations, as have the
procedures in most developed and developing natmns Since theoretmally sound economlc welfare
evaluation is new to the U S and still not being done by any regmnal agency that we know of, in
splte of the regulatory requirement, we need to examine the experience an the U K, where the kssue
of induced travel ks also a concern The report of the U K Standing Committee on Trunk Road
Assessment [4] is much more detmled m its treatment of the empmcal and modeling hterature on
reduced travel and m its exammatmn of the economm effects of reduced travel than was the U S
report. The U.K SACTRA group concluded that the elastmlty of demand wlth respect to cost
can range as hagh as -1 0 m hlghly congested urban reglons and that urban travel modeling must
represent this elastm trap distribution and tnpmakmg. Furthermore, the report went on to show
how drastmally induced travel can reduce the net benefits of large projects In many empirical
cases, induced travel made the net benefits to socmty (including the project capital and O&M
costs) go negative Even induced travel increases of a httle as I-3% in vehmle-mdes could reduce
net benefits by as much as 20-30% (see [4, p 151]), due to the slowing down of all traffic Thks
phenomenon is examined in their report with a revmw of several sophisticated modehng exerckses
where elasticities were wrmd and the finding ks robust across a wlde range of assumptions (see [4,
pp 135-162]). So, from the standpoint of reglonal economic welfare evaluatmns of AHS, we must
get our travel modehng right, if we are to get our economm modehng rlght

The U K Department of Transport has implemented the SACTRA recommendatmns an several
manuals. Induced travel must be represented whenever networks are close to capaclty in the
modeling year (year 15), or elasticity for travel with respect to cost is hlgh as m urban regions
wath high quahty transit servme, or the project or plan wall greatly lower travel costs [5] Land
use changes reliant on the plan or project must also be modeled, at least wlth different land

use locataon assumptmns derlved through consultations with local planners. For sample, mitml



senslt~vlty tests, elasticities of travel (VMT) with respect to cost are to be used and these range
up to -1 0 for year 15 m congested urban regions The recommended elasticity for tnpmakmg
is -0 1 for year 15 These are all rather h~gh values and show the earnest attempt to represent
induced travel m U K transport planning.

3. THE OVERALL AHS RESEARCH AGENDA

In our mlt~al ITS paper, we ldentffied several potential problems for AHS, the extreme case of
capacity addition [6]

1 CAPACITY The high costs of the initial stages of AHS deployment will likely not be rewarded
with large capacity increases The intermediate stages, with mtxed automated and nonautomated
lanes may expermnce safety problems and wlll certaanly require a dedicated merge lane, to get
into the fast platoons in the left lanes Off-ramps w~II need to be widened and on-ramps wxiI need
to be lengthened, to accommodate the necessary accelerations

2 AIR QUALITY AND NOISE. Higher volumes and speeds can be expected to increase emissions
and noise With clean vehicles in the future, the emissions u~sue may go away

3. SAFETY AND RELIABILITY The m-vehmle software, out-of-vehmle software, driver, vehicle,
and roadway must perform exquisitely an alI kinds of weather The switches to and from automatlc
control must work under every circumstance The on-board screen must not take the driver’s
attention away from the road at critical times Driver skalts could be a problem, in terms of age
and hteracy Redundant control systems will be required on the vehicle A few large accidents
could kill the idea, politically.

4 COSTS, BENEFITS, AND EQUITY. A/IS may not pay for the traveler It may not pay for the
region or natron, when all external costs are included in a social welfare evaluation The poor
will be disadvantaged by the higher vehicle costs One can expect greater sprawl and perhaps
greater spatial segregation of households by income

5. PRIVACY Central computers will probably be required, to some extent, to manage the system.
Even with encryptmn of vehicle identifiers and the regular purging of computer memories, some
people will be an:oous about their being tracked. In the past, public and private organizations
have lied about data storage and its use, and so the public can ]ustffiably be skeptical

6. PUBLIC-PRIVATE AND LOCAL-STATE COOPERATION There will be monumental political
issues concerning the state or regional control of local facilities, to coordinate traffic. The hablhty
issues are also thorny Who is at fault when there ,s an accident, the vebacle manufacturer, the

vehicle maintenance firm, the roadway operator, the roadway owner, the roadway builder, the
roadway designer, the driver, the other driver, the software designer, the software operator, or ?

This list is not intended to discourage ITS technologists or theorists, but to get them to see the
many tssues that need to be addressed in order to get continuing support for ITS from Congress
and the states In our subsequent papers, rewewed below, we focused in on the effects of AHS
and transit technologies on travel, emissions, and traveler economic welfare.

4. MODELING AUTOMATED HIGHWAY SYSTEMS (AHS)

We will review the literature on systems modelL~g of AHS and then d,scuss our methods and
findings from a recent modeling exercise, using a state-of-the-practice travel model

4.1. Review of Relevant AHS Systems Studies

We identified the demand-inducing aspects of automation as a poss,ble problem in an early
overview of the pohcy issues involved with the automation of urban freeways [6] In our first
regional modeling research, we ran a traditional travel demand model for daily travel and equi-
librated the assignment, trip distribution, and mode choice steps on assigned impedances and
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found that freeway automatlon increased travel, when compared to the no-bu,ld case and to the
preferred Sacramento reglon pohcms for expanding hght tall translt (LRT) and bmldmg new
freeway hlgh occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes More interestingly, some freeway automatlon sce-
narios reduced delay conslderably while some dld not, compared to the conventloaal alternatives.
Generally, emisslons were increased m the automation scenarlos We made crude projectlons
of traveler costs, including external costs and government subsldms and found that the various
automatlon scenarlos were more costly than the LRT, HOV, and No Build ones [7].

In past research, we also performed a break-even evaluatlon of the tame savings necessary to
recoup the costs of automating various types of vehlcles [8] Using high and low values for capital
and operating costs, we found that automatlon clearly was financlally worthwhile for the owners of
heavy-duty vehmles but would likely not pay for llght-duty vehmles This presents a problem, since
the Caltrans (Cahforma DOT) program, until recently was oriented toward light-duty vehmles.
Underwood [9] found that cost to the consumer was the first-ranked issue for a panel of experts.
As a result of our paper and Underwood’s findings, we identified automated HOV lanes as one
possable system that could be cost-effectlve for hght-duty vehicle owners (assuming sharing of
costs among all occupants) Nelther of these cost findings nor those m our first modeling paper
(discussed just above), however, mean that AHS Is not worthwhile to the traveler Thelr benefits
could increase more than thelr costs Our recent research rewewed below addresses thls Lssue by
using utlhty-based models that measure net benefits to the traveler.

Only one other regional network-based evaluation of AHS has been done SCAG [10], in
cooperation with Caltrans, performed a study of automated freeways m Southern Cahforma for
the year 2015 The adentfficatmn of market penetratmn scenarios was useful, however, the travel
models were run on one set of trip tables m order to save money (the SCAG Urban Transportation
Planning (UTP) models cost about $I0,000 for one run, and full Iteratmn takes several runs)
The automatmn scenarms were at 55 mph (the models capped speeds at 55 mph, and so hlgher
speeds could not be sxmulated) Capaclty was set at 6,000 vehicles per hour per lane Congestion
was projected to decrease on freeways and artermls and mcrease on ramps There was a 6%
reductmn in emisslons, due to less VMT at low speeds The modehng, however, did not account
for the effects of increased speeds on tripmakmg or trip lengths, whmh would go up nearly
proportmnately m thls very congested region Also, the model was run for the A M pea~ only,

so the effects of automation on off-peak travel were not projected. Conslderable increases m
VMT at high speeds could be expected during off-peak permds Thas study shows the need for
improved modehng and for affordable software (runmng on PCs).

Hansen et al [11] performed a comprehensive emplncaI study of the effects of generally m-
creasing highway capacity on travel using longitudinal panel datasets of metropolitan road-

way lane-miles and VMT m Cahforma They found that the medmm-term (arc) elastmatles
(AVMT/Alane-miles) averaged about 0.5 to 0 6, for periods of 6 to 9 years after the capacity
expansions. The literature was an fairly consistent agreement with their own data The authors
note that these elasticitms would be higher now, because congestmn levels are worse This report
agrees broadly with the SACTtLA findings m the U K, dascussed above. Although the Hansen
study dad not analyze AHS darectly, at shows the need to represent reduced travel in modehng.

4.2. Methods

4.2.1. Travel demand modeling

In our most recent AHS study, we used the Sacramento Regmnal Travel Demand Model
(SACMET 94), a state-of-the-practme regional travel model that incorporates most of the rec-
ommendations made m the Natmnal Assocmtmn of Regmnal Councals’ "A Manual of Regmnal
Transportatmn Modehng Practme for Air Quahty" [12] Some of the key features of this model
include full lteratmn of model steps on travel costs (so trip dlstnbutmn is elastic), an auto own-
ershap and trap generatmn step with accessibility variables (so trlpmaIong as somewhat elastic),
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a Joint destination and mode choice model, a mode chmce model with separate walk and bike
modes and ]and use variables, a trip assignment step that assigns for separate A M peak, p M
peak, and off-peak periods, and an HOV lane use model [13,14] With this improved model, we
could examine the travel and emissions effects of AHS more accurately than in our past work
In addition, the mode choice models m the SACMET 94 model all have a loglt specification.
This allowed for the development of a consumer (traveler) welfare model Thus, we examine
the consumer welfare effects of automated highway systems (AHS) with the theoretically correct
modehng procedure of fulI model feedback on travel time

The model system is iterated on level of service variables by mode until the criterion for
convergence is met (l e, A M. peak trip assignment impedance is within 3% of those m the last
iteration). This usually required five iterations of the model for the year 2015 All submodels
have been cahbrated to regional survey data and traffic count data SACMET 94 meets the EPA’s
modeling requirements We used simple (direct) iteration, but there are other model eqmhbration
methods that can be used if the direct lteratmn method does not lead to convergence [151

4.2.2. Emissions model

The California Department of %~ransportatmn’s D,reet Travel Impact Model 2 (DTIM2) [16]
and the California Air Resources Board’s model EMFAC7F were used in the emlssmns analysis
The outputs from the travel demand model used m the emmsions analysis included the results
of assignment for each trip purpose by each time period (A M peak, P M peak, and off-peak)
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments provided regional coldstart and hotstart factors
for each hour in a 24 hour summer period

4.2.3. Consumer welfare model

Small and Rosen [17] illustrate how a consumer welfare measure known as compensating vari-
ation can be obtained from discrete chmce models

where A, is the individual’s coefficmnt of travel cost divided by income, V~ is an mdlvidual’s utility,
p0 indicates the initial point (l e, before the policy change), and pf indicates the final point (i 
after the policy change) Small and Rosen show that the marginal utility of income m prowded

by the negative of the coefficient of the variable cost divided by income in the loglt equatmn
Thus, compensating variation is the difference between the natural log of the sum (logsum) 
the individual’s utility at the initial and final points d~vided by the individual’s marginal utlhty
of income

A method of application is developed for the mode choice models in the Sacramento Reg~onM
Travel Demand Model. The SACMET 94 mode choice models use a logit specification However,
person trips, rather than individuals, are the unit of analysis in these models Person trips are
generated for a number of household groups Thus, the expression for compensating variation in
the context of the SACMET 94 mode choice models for household groups (h) within each income

class (z) 

CVh = - ~ n exp V~ (p/) x trips, 3 - In ~ exp V~ (p0) x trxps ~3 
3

where A, is the coefficient of the cost variable for an income class, V~ is the household’s utility
across modal alternatives for a zone pair, and trips. ~s equal to the number of person trips made
by a household class for a zone pair CVh can then be summed to obtain consumer welfare by
income class or total consumer welfare
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Measures of compensating variation could not be obtained for the non-home-based and the
home-based school mode chome models because they lack cost and income variables, the absence

of whmh makes it difficult to obtain the marginal utility of income for these trip types Thus,
63% of the region’s total tr2ps are included in the analysis of compensating varlatlon However,
approxlmately 80% of trip utfllty Is mcluded m the analysls because work trips are valued more
highly than nonwork trips

Since the mode choice models include perceived operating costs (5 cents per mile), rather than
actual operating costs, total VMT Is obtained from the model and then multlphed by 35 cents
Based on a revmw of the hterature, we assume total operating costs are 40 cents [18] The change
m total operating costs per mile from the base case and the alternative modeled is then added
to the compensating variation figure.

The SACMET 94 regional travel demand model is run m the theoretically correct manner wlth
full model lteratmn, and thus expanded roadway capacity will induce more and longer trips. This
has two effects on projections of consumer welfare The value of new induced trips will provide
less benefit than exlstmg travel because the former are trips that are foregone m the presence of
congestmn and, thus, have less value In addition, new trips and mcreased trip lengths due to
increased roadway capacity wdl counteract much of the travel time savings benefits of roadway
expansion projects.

Truck freight trips are not included in the analysis of consumer welfare Such trips generally
have a high value As a result, the welfare gains from scenarms that slgmficantly decrease roadway
congestion may be underestimated in this study

4.3. Uncertainty in the Methods of Travel Demand Analysis

The SACMET 94 travel demand model is not integrated with a land use model As a result of
using fixed land use inputs, the model underprojects reduced auto travel due to major roadway
capacity expansions and reduced auto travel due to transit investments and pncmg pohcies

System equilibrium is assumed m model operatmn with full feedback from trip assignment to
earher steps until convergence This implies an elastlcity of demand with respect to cost of about
-1 0 If the actual transportation system does not attain complete equfllbrmm (as some research
suggests), our running of the model would exaggerate the trip length in scenarms with expanded
roadway capacity However, this exaggeration is likely to be at least offset by the failure to
represent land use changes resulting from transportation pohcies

The propensity for auto drivers to switch to trazimt and/or HOV modes m the presence of htgher
auto travel time and cost is likely underrepresented m the SACMET 94 model. This is an artifact
of the cross-sectlonai data used to estimate the model Sacramento currently has minimal transit
servme, one relatively short HOV facility, and comparatively low land use densities (compared to
urban areas with high transit use), and thus cross-sectmnal data on travel behavior collected 

this area would contain little variation in transit and HOV mode chome In addition, ff land use
densities increased, transit and HOV use would hkely be underprojected

Attributes of modes such as comfort and convemence are generally included as mode specffic
constants, rather than separate variables, in the mode choice models of most regional travel
demand models. Tlus is because such variables are very difficult to forecast into the future.
Since automated freeways and highways have not yet been implemented in the U S (much less
Sacramento), potential beneficial attributes of automated vehmles, over and above those of the
drive alone mode, are not represented in the underlying data used to estimate the SACMET 94
mode choice models As a result, our analys~s may underestimate travel and consumer welfare
benefits, if such technologies reduced the value of time for travelers

In ad&tion, the trip assignment step of SACMET 94 lacks the representatlon of peak spreading
or time-of-day choice Thus, the volume of travel during peak hours may be overestimated for very
congested scenarios because the propensity of travelers to move off of the peak is not represented.
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The magmtude of each of the foregoing hrmtatlons of the travel modehng cannot be Identified,
however, it appears that many of these hmltatlons may offset one another

Any hmltation m the travel modeling, as described above, that affects the accuracy in estimates
of transportation level of service will hkewlse affect the accuracy of the estimates of emissions
and consumer welfare.

Finally, it is widely known that enussions are underprojected by the models used m the analysis
in thas report However, thas should not affect the rank ordering of th- scenarios

4.4. AHS Alternatives Modeled

Eaght alternatives for the year 2015 were examined m our study SACOG provided the demo-
graphm projections and networks for the 2015 scenarms The networks include transportation
projects lasted la SACOG’s i993 Metropohtan Transportatmn Plan (MTP) [19] All changes 
the input data and model codes are described for each alternative below.

(1) No-Build In thas alternative, all new freeways, expressways, HOV lanes, and transit
projects listed m the 1993 MTP and included m SACOGs 2015 network files were removed
New artermls, collectors, and ramps were not excluded from the network files

(2) Light Rail Transit New hght rail tranmt projects hsted m the 1993 MTP (approm-
mately 61 5 track miles) were included in this alternative, however, new freeways, express-
ways, and HOV lanes were excluded

(3) HOV Lanes This alternataves includes all new HOV lanes, freeways, and expressways
described in the 1993 MTP (approxamately 184 5 lane miles) but excludes all new hght
raft projects

(4) Automated HOV (60 mph) In this alternative, the HOV lanes were automated and
set to 60 mph with a 1 second headway The capacity of the HOV lane was set at 3600
vehmles/hour/lane to reflect the 1 second headway on the links To the HOV lane network
described m (3), one lane was added to all ramps and to both sides of arterial or collector
links connecting to automated lanes In addatlon, HOV lanes were added to SR 50 where a
gap emsts m the continuity of SACOG’s planned HOV lane network The new HOV lanes
start where 1-80 meets SR 50 near the Port of Sacramento and end near the intersection
of Freeport Boulevard and SR 50

(5) Automated HOV (80 mph) In thas alternative, HOV lanes were automated and set
to 80 mph with a 0 5 second headway The capacity of the HOV lanes was set at 7200
vehicles/hour/lane to reflect the 0 5 second headway on the hnks The HOV lane network

described m (4) was used
(6) Full Automation (60 mph) In this alternative, all freeways lanes were automated and

set to 60 mph with a 1 second headway (as m alternative 4) To the no-build network
described m (1), one lane was added to all ramps and to both sides of artermls or collector
links connecting to automated freeway lanes.

(7) Full Automation (80 mph) In this alternative, all freeway lanes were automated and
set to 80 mph with a 0 5 second headway (as m alternatave 5) on the full automation
network described in (6)

(8) Partial Automation (60 mph) The network as the same as (7) except that, in 
alternative, only one freeway lane, rather than all freeway lanes, Is automated Speeds on
this lane are set to 60 mph and 1 second headways are assumed

4.5. AHS Findings and Discussion

4.5.1. Travel results

Since this as primarily a methods revmw paper, we will only outhne our results Daffy trips
varmd from the future No Braid case in expected ways, that as w~th capacity The d~fferences
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in trips ranged from Full Auto 80 (about 2%), then Auto HOV 80, Full Auto 60, Partial Auto,
Auto HOV 60, LRT, and HOV (0 28%) VMT varied similarly, but ranging much more widely

from 23% (Full Auto S0) to HOV (3%) and LRT (0 
Hours of delay vaned inversely with VMT, resulting m differences ranging from -47% (Full

Auto 80) to LRT (-2%) Delay vanes much more than VMT, due to the nonlinear relationship
between volume and speed

Mode shares were quite mvariant, with transit, walk, and bike together not changing more
than one percentage point from the No Build case (7%) The transit service in this region 
poor, even in the future LRT scenario, and so there is not much competition among modes for
most zone pairs As sensitivity tests, we examined a massive investment in LRT, accompamed
by strong land use intenmficatlon near the rail stations, and got almost 10% transit/walk/bike.
We also added parking pricing, peak-perlod freeway tolls, and a fuel tax to the conventional
LRT scenario reported here and got aa 11% translt/walk/blke share These results are broadly
compatible with other studies of pricing, rail expansion, and land use intensification near rail

stations, so we conclude that the SACMET 94 mode choice models are reasonable

4.5.2° Emissions

Emissions of TOG, CO, NOX, and PM10 varied in the same order across the scenarios, with few
exceptions, so we will look only at TOG Full Auto 80 was hlghest (28% above No Build), Auto
HOV 80, Full Auto 60, Auto HOV 60 (1%), Partial Auto 60, HOV (1%), and LRT (-0 

In summary, more capacity leads to more emissions, not correcting for smoother flows from
automation. We now examine whether such a correction is warranted by available research.

Effects of the automation of freeway lanes on emissions per vehicle mile

Work with an instrumented vehxcle by UC l~vermde researchers showed that platooned vehicles
reduce emlssmns per vehmle-mlle by about 50% However, the accelerations and decelerations
into and out of the automated lane(s), and even the platoon sphttmg and merging maneuvers can
negate these hne-haul benefits if the vehicle enters into a power enrichment state A constant-
acceleration mode cannot be used, because the vehicle enters enrichment at high speeds, and so
a constant-power state must be maintained

This same research group also looked at ramp metering, to evaluate the emissions effects, since
AHS will require ramp metering for diagnostm checks of on-board eqmpment. Results varied
greatly because of locM ramp geometry (slope, ramp length, etc ), the cycle length of the ramp
signals, vehicle mix, and mainhne freeway volumes Even using constant power, vehicles can
enter ennchment ff ramps are short or steep Another problem is that when the mamhne speeds
are high, which is the purpose of ramp metering and of AHS, the required accelerations can
take the vehicle into enrichment and offset the emission reductions from smoother flows on the

mainline [20].
In our earlier work, we found that AHS, whether partial (some freeway lanes) or full (all

lanes), would require a merge lane for speed changes from the nonautomated lanes or from ramps,
on congested facihtles. Using one lane for merging will reduce roadway capacity substantially,
especially on three- or four-lane (directional) freeway segments.

From reviewing this emissions research, it seems that many on-ramps in built-up urban areas
will not be useable for AHS, because they are too short or curved or up-sloping In less-densely
developed area~% some ramps can be rebuilt at high cost We will still have the problem of
stacking vehicles trying to get on the metered ramp, which is a problem even now with metered
ramps. Also, with the high volumes in AHS, we will have off-ramp queueing problems in the
outside lane for several hundred meters or more upstream on the freeway, for some ramps.

Considering all of these factors, it seems that we may or may not be able to reduce emissions per
vehicle-mlle. It seems that AHS will only produce emissions benefits if vehicles can be designed
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wath closed-loop (on-cycle) emlsslons controls at higher acceleratlon rates than present technology
allows These vehicles, however, will be cleaner m non-AHS operation and so the relative changes
m emissions from automatlon may not change.

From thas revmw of modal em,ssmns assues, we conclude that AHS may or may not result m
emission reductions per vehmle-mfle A good case cannot be made rather way. As a result of this
analyms, we d,d not factor emlssmns down in our automat,on scenarms Clean-fuel vehmles in 10
to 20 years will also not change the relative effects of AHS, but could make the whole pollution

assue moot

4.5.3. Consumer welfare

We now outhne our findings regarding traveler (consumer) welfare, in the aggregate and 
income class

Full Auto 80 caused losses per trip of $0 68, due to add,t,onal travel, the added full private

costs of wh,ch exceeded the tame sawngs of the faster travel The other automatmn scenar,os also
caused losses (of about $0 20 per trap), with one except,on The Full Auto 60 scenario resulted 
a gain of $0 23 per trap HOV resulted m a small loss ($0 04 per trip), again due to the large extra
capamty and added VMT, and LRT caused a small gain ($0 02), mainly due to offering a new
mode to some travelers These results correspond to economic theory, which mdmates that small
capac,ty add,irons will increase user welfare in mildly congested networks (such as Sacramento)
and new modes will always increase user welfare, at least by" a smM1 amount

Our eqmty analys,s by income class showed that all the automatmn scenarms resulted m losses
for each of the three income classes, except for Full Auto 60, where the upper income class gained
Upper income travelers consume more auto travel and have a higher value of time than do the
other two groups and so benefit when the other groups do not. HOV caused small losses for all
income classes and LRT brought about small gains for all groups The pricing senmtlv,ty-test
scenarms brought about large overall welfare gains, as theory pred,cts (about $0 25 per trip), but
losses for the lower income group, due to their low value of t,me

4.6. Conclusions regarding AHS

We believe that th~s travel model produced reasonable results overall and, specffically, repre-
sented reduced tnpmakmg and longer trips relmbly It seems that the consumer welfare model
also produced reasonable results

In our subsequent research, though, we wanted to do a more complete welfare analysls that
included capital and O&M costs for the ITS scenarios Th~s next modehng Improvement was
made in a study of advanced tranmt scenarios, again for the Sacramento regmn

5. MODELING ADVANCED TRANSIT TECHNOLOGIES

5.1. Literature Review

5.1.1. Introduction

In thLs research, we focused on a subarea of ITS technotogms, improved and/or new transit
services that make use of mformatmn and automation technologies These tranmt technologies
include adwnced transit mformatmn (ATI), demand responmve transit (DRT), and personal
rapid transit (PRT) We examine the travel, em,ssmns, and consumer welfare effects of these ITS
technologms.

Whereas accurate modehng of AHS requires the representation of induced travel, the accurate
modeling of ITS transit technologms requ,res models with good mode choice submodels. The
walk and bake modes must be exphc~tly modeled, as well as the auto 2 and auto 3+ carpool
modes, because these modes compete w~th trans,t Furthermore, transat access modes, such as



walk to transit and drive to transit, must be represented as separate modes It Is also advisable
to represent land use density and m~x near transit hnes m the transit mode chome equations, as
land use can affect ridershtp on transit, as well as walk and bike mode shares

5.1.2. Advanced translt information

Advanced transit information technologies would provide travelers with reformation about
available transit service before and during their trip Travelers can access thls information at
home, work, transportation centers, wayside stops, and while onboard vehicles through a variety
of media such as telephones, monitors, cable television, variable message signs, kiosks, and per-
sonal computers Some systems with hnks to automatic vehicle location are beginning to be able
to prowde real-time reformation about available transit service, such as arrival times, departure
times, and delays There are three types of transit informatmn systems.

(1) pretrip,

(2) m-terminal, and
(3) in-vehicle [21]

In this paper, we focus on pretnp advanced transit mformatmn systems
Pretnp service that provides travelers w~th accurate and t~mely reformation about transit travel

may increase travelers’ awareness of available transit service and reduce some of the uncertainty
surrounding transit use For some trips, the combination of these two factors may make travel
by transit more appealing than traveling by car Pretnp information can include transit routes,
schedules, fares, and locatmns of park and ride lots

Few studies have examined the effect of transit reformation systems on traveler’s choice of
mode. One study [22], for example, examined travelers’ preferences for different types of travel
reformation and methods of inquiry, as well as the effects of travel information on travel behavior.
The study made use of a stated preference survey of individuals who used in-home computers
that provided pretrip reformation on bus and car travel times from home to the city The results
of the study indicated that there was a significant demand for both auto and transit pretnp
reformation, even among regular car users

Another study [23] used computer aided telephone mtervmws in the Sacramento and San Jose
areas of California to identify the transit service mformatmn most desired by nontransit users.
In addition, customized stated preference choice sets were used to identify the hkehhood of a
commuter’s choice to use transit The study found that 38% of the respondents who did not use
transit would likely consider using transit if improved information were provided Such variables
as travel time, carpoohng, and age were found to have a slgmficant effect on the propensity to
use transit

Shank and Roberts [24] m their review of ITS benefits found that traveler mformatmn tech-
nologies may result in shifts from the auto to transit mode, however, resulting emk~sions benefits
may be small They cite surveys performed m the Seattle, Washington area and the Boston,
Massachusetts area that found a 5 to 10% increase in the transit mode when traveler information
was provided. However, they estimated that even with sLzable mode shifts from auto to transit,
reductmns m emkssmns would still be comparatively small due to the relatively small number of
total trips affected by the shift

5.1.3. Paratransit and demand responsive transit

Cervero [25] describes paratransit as transportation options that range from the private auto-
mobile to fixed-route bus service "Paratransit fills an important market niche like autos, they
are flexible and fairly ubiquitous, connecting multiple places within a region, but at a price far
below a taxi" [25]. Pazatransit service was originally implemented in the U S. in the 1970so Over
the years, paratransit has changed a great deal However, today most paratranslt service can be
chaxactenzed as either low-tech or high-tech service [26].
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We define demand responslve translt m thin report as a subset of paratranslt that uses au-
tomatlon and mformatlon technology to mlprove tradttlonal paratranmt service Thus, demand
respons,ve transit would be considered hlgh-tech paratranslt service

Low-tech paratranslt includes dlal-a-rlde, shared-rlde taxis, and alrport van services. The
shared ride nature of these services makes scheduhng more complex than taxi dispatching. The
speclal needs of elderly and disabled passengers, who frequently use paratranslt, can also com-
plicate scheduling further Today, many paratranslt operators have computerized scheduling
processes

In hlgh-tech or smart paratranslt, computers are used to satisfy real-tlme trip requests by
predmCmg the apprommate location of vehicles during a da~ly schedule that is retained in the
computer’s memory. If a new tr,p is requested, the computer wdl revme the schedule and transmit
it to the driver so that she can pick up the new passenger In practice, real-time scheduling of
paratranmt has only been Implemented m demonstratlon projects m the 1970s, the sole survlving
servme m in Orange County, Cahforma Today, "Orange County operates the largest publicly
owned dial-a-ride van service m the country, serving mainly elderly and poor households with

some 125 vans on a contract basis" [25]

A number of studies [25,27-30] have examined the question of how to expand the target market
for paratranslt serwces beyond the traditional users through services catering to the average
commuter, such as demand responsive transit that feeds to hght raft systems [26] However,
few studies have examined quant~tat~vely the effect of providing paratranslt service on the mode
choice behavior of travelers

One study [28] explored Honolulu commuters’ interest m a number of different transportation
modes It found that paratraImlt with improved servme was the most widely accepted of all
transit modes The major causal factor behind this result was the combination of reduced access

by auto, due to congestmn, and a guaranteed seat m the paratransit vehmle The study also
suggested that paratransit is capable of attracting the commuters most resistant to changing
travel modes

Another study [31] provided a framework for examining the effect of various levels of paratransit
servme on r~dershlp Revealed preference and stated preference survey data were combined to
avmd the biases of stated preference surveys They found a positive correlatmn between the levels
of paratransit service and ndershlp levels They also found that age, dlfficultms in walking, and
employment status were important factors in choosing to ride paratranslt.

5.1.4. Personal rapid transit

Personal rapid translt (PRT) is a subset of Automated People Movers (APM) In thin paper,
we differentiate PRT from APM by the number of passengers that the vehicles carry APM
vehicles generally carry 12 to 100 passengers, whereas PRT vehicles generally carry from one to
six passengers There are no true PRT systems m operatmn m the U S today (the Morgantown,
West Vlrgima, PRT system accommodates 21 people m a vehicle) However, the Northeastern
Illinms Regional Transportatmn Authority is funding a PRT project m Rosemont, Ilhnms, that
is stdl in the testing stage

APMs are a system of steel or concrete exclusive gmdeways with small, driverless, electric-
powered vehmles that are generally operated singly or m mulUcar trams APMs can accommodate
from 2,000 to 25,000 passengers per hour per direction The headways for APMs can be very
short (e g, 60 seconds, or even less for smaller systems) APMs operate at high speeds (e.g,
55 mph) and accelerate and decelerate rapidly and smoothly. The safety and rehabihty of the
SkyTrain APM system in Vancouver, Canada, and the VAL APM system m Lille, France, have
been documented as excellent, over 99% of runs are on-time within four minutes and zero injuries

or fatahtles have been reported [32]
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5.2. Advanced Transit Scenarios Modeled

We wdl describe these scenarios m some detail, as the differences among them are much
smaller than m the study of automated freeways, and so distinguishing among them is more
difficult. Five advanced transit scenarios in the Sacramento region for the year 2015 were ex-
amined SACOG provided the demographm projections and networks The networks include
transportation projects hsted in SACOG’s 1996 Metropohtan Transportation Plan Working Pa-
per #3 (MTP). All changes to the input data and model codes are described for each alternative
below. The SACMET 95 model was used, but this model is very similar to the SACMET 94
model described above To project social welfare, we added the capital and O&M costs of each
scenario to that scenario’s consumer benefits We dad not have rehable external cost data and so
did not perform a complete social welfare evaluation.

A. 2015 BASE CASE SCENARIO
The future base case scenario includes modest light tall transit extensions east to Mather Field

and south to Meadowvmw road, as well as modest land use projection shifts m some areas of the
regmn This scenario also includes some ramp meters on freeways and a conservative number of
new roadway projects° New HOV lanes are excluded from th~s scenarm and no new mixed flow
freeway lanes are built. This base case is used for comparmon purposes, that is, all improvements
are added to this scenario.

All network and land use modehng files were obtained from SACOGs "Transportatmn Man-
agement/Land Use Option" alternatlve [33] The changes made to these files for our base case
scenario were

(1) to ehmmate all HOV lanes from the roadway network, and
(2) to eliminate the demand responsive transit from the transit network.

B ADVANCE TRANSIT INFORMATION (ATI) SYSTEM
Transit users access real-tlme transit scheduhng information through I00 kiosks located at

transit stations and workplaces, the telephone, the Internet, and cable televlslon Thls scenario
assumes the broad dissemination of personal dlgltal s:y-sterns. The maximum imtlal wait times
for all translt service in the model were reduced to three minutes.

C. PERSONAL RAPID TRANSIT (PRT)
Systems of exclusive, faiHy short guldeways and small, dnverless vehicles are constructed to

hnk nine regmnal transit stations to important locations close to these stations. PRT service has
one minute heeLdways and a fare of 50 cents

PRT Is coded m the transit network file as a new transit only route w~th d~rect routes between
R.T statmns and proposed locatmns with short wait tames Headways are coded as one minute

D DEMAND RESPONSIVE TRANSIT
Demand responsive transit service is provided to connect people in nine tuner suburban areas

to light rail transit stations Initial boarding fares are $1 25 and transfers to light raft are $0.75
Headways for demand responsive transit range from 50 to 30 minutes. This scenario also expanded
bus service in El Dorado County.

The demand responsive transit files from SACOG’s "Transportation Management/Land Use

Option" alternative [33] were added to the base case scenario files to create this scenario° SACOG
coded the demand responsive transit in the transit network file as new transit only routes with
short direct routes between zones and LRT station locations with short wa~t times

E COMBINATIONS OF SCENARIOS.
The advanced transit technologies described above were combined into the following five sce-

narios.

1. Base case.
2. Advanced traveler information.
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3. Advanced traveler reformation and personal rapid tranmt
4 Advanced travel reformation and demand responsive tranmt

5 Advanced traveler information, personal rapid translt, and demand responsive transit.

5.3. ITS Transit Findings and Discussion

5.3.1o Travel results

All of the advanced translt scenarios produced relatively small reductions m trips, VMT, hours
of delay, and total hours of travel over the base case scenario Differences were less than 0.5% for
all measures, except for hours of delay, whmh differed by less than 2%. Thus, It appears that the
advanced transit scenarios modeled m thin study will not provide significant rehef from traffic
congestion and are unhkely to reduce travel enough to provide significant emmmons reductions

The differences between pairs of the advanced transit scenarios modeled was qmte small. In
general, the small differences between scenarios suggests that the model represents limited syn-
ergism resulting from the combination of different advanced transit service alternatives due to
overlapping markets m a region with poor transit servme m general.

All of the advanced transit scenarios resulted m slgnfficant relative increases in transit with
walk access and transit with drive access mode shares over the base case scenario. The transit
wlth walk access mode share increased by approx, mately 64% to 92%, and the transit with drive
access shares increased by apprommately 37% to 41~ Again, the addltmn of an advanced transit
servlce in the scenario increased the trans,t mode share, however, differences among scenarios
were generally small.

Much of the gain m the transit mode shares appears to be derived from losses m the walk,

bike, and HOV mode shares, rather than the drive alone mode share The smallest reduction in
mode share as a percentage comes from the drive alone mode share; however, with respect to the
absolute numbers of trips, the reductmn m drive alone mode share was the greatest Combined
transit mode share for the region reached its highest level at 1 48% for the ATI, DRT, and PRT
scenario (the future base case figure Is 0 81%)

These results suggest that the time and monetary costs of transit travel in the advanced
transit scenarios are not compet,tive with those of the drive alone mode, for the great majority

of households Relatively small reductmns in auto travel from the base case scenar,o are likely
the result of a number of factors First, the transit travel time savings were not large enough
to compete with the auto mode, despite the innovative transit pohc~es modeled Second, the
scope of the tranmt network ~s very hmlted m the Sacramento region, and thus, the effectiveness
of any improvement m transit feeder service is hmlted Third, as mentioned m the methods

sectmn, the propensity for auto drivers to switch to transit modes m the presence of lower transit
travel time and costs is likely underrepresented m the SACMET 95 model This is an artifact of

the cross-sectional data used to estimate the model Sacramento currently has minimal transit
service and comparat~vely low land use densities (compared to urban areas with high transit

use), and thus, cross sectional data on travel behavior collected m this area would contain little
variation in transit mode choice Finally, comfort, rehabfl~ty, and security have been shown to
be sigmficant varlables m the choice to use tranmt. These varmbles are not explicitly Included
m the SACMET 95 model because they are very difficult to project into the future Generally,
such attributes are included in the mode specffic constant of the mode choice models in regional
travel demand models.

5.3.2. Emissions

In general, the reductions in emissions are small and consistent with the VMT differences. The
scenarios dafter from the base case by less than 0 5% for all pollutants Again, the dlfference~

among scenarios are small In general, it appears that the advanced transit scenarios modeled in
this study will not result m significant reductions m emissions
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5.3.3. Total consumer welfare

The benefits from the 2015 scenarios (m 1995 dollars) were discounted back 20 years using the
present value formula and the real d~scount rate of 6 25%

2015 Scenario Benefit m $1995
PV 1995 = --

(1 0625)20

The projectlons for the 1995 present value of total consumer welfare without capital, operation,

and maintenance costs are qmte close ($0 014-$0 017 per trip). All of the scenarios produced

an increase in total consumer welfare because of the faster transzt travel times. However, the

differences between the scenarios are small for the same reasons discussed above

Capital, operation, and maintenance cost figures for advanced transit information technology

are based on estimates from the SMART TRAVELER project m Los Angeles Cost figures for

DRT are based on mtervmws with managers at the Santa Clara Valley Transportatmn Agency,

Sacramento Paratransit, and on the Lea & Elhott Transit Compendmm [34] Cost figures for

PRT are based on informataon from system developers whose systems can be considered to be in

an advanced state of development, including the Raytheon 2000, Tam 2090, and Yeoada systems

Table 1 presents our estimates of the 1995 present value of capital, operatmn, and maintenance

costs that would be incurred m the year 2015

Tabie 1 1995 present value of capital, operation, and maintenance costs

Total Capital Annual Dmly Total
ScerHM’IO$ Capital Costs Scenarios Including O&M Costs

Costs (recurred m 2015) (incurred m 2015)

ATI $563,889 $22,926 ATI $1,392
Dt~T $4,215,637 $171,395 ATI and DRT $23,572
PItT $112,447,930 $4,571,803 ATI and PRT $18,286

DRT and Pl~r $116,663,567 $4,743,199 ATI, DR’r, and PRT $54,140

The 1995 present value figures for total consumer welfare including capatal, operatmn, and

maantenance costs for the 2015 advanced transit scenarios are very similar ($0 009-$0 015 per

trip) These figures were obtained by subtracting the 1995 present value of the daffy cost of
the capital, operatmn, and maintenance costs from the 1995 present value of the daily welfare

benefits

With the inclusion of capital, operation, and maintenance costs, there ~s still a consumer welfare

gain for all the advanced transat scenarios, however, the rank ordering of the scenarios is altered

ATI service alone produces the greatest increase m consumer welfare ($0 015 per trap); that is,

the additmn of DRT and PRT service to the ATI scenarm tends to reduce consumer welfare On
average, the addltmn of DRT service to the ATI scenarm decreased per trip benefits by $0.002,

the addition of PRT service decreased per trip benefits by $0 004, and the addition of both DRT
and PRT service decrease per trap benefits by $0 006 These results are due to the low costs and

high travel time savings of ATI servme in comparison to DRT and PItT service, the tame savings

estimated m the model from DRT and PRT service do not appear to be great enough to offset

their capital costs DRT and PRT service, however, could possibly be adjusted to obtain a better
balance between time savings to travelers and the cost of service provided

5.3.4. Consumer welfare by income class

The 1995 present value figures for consumer welfare by income class wathout capxtal, operatmn,

and maintenance costs vary by income class, as expected The net benefits for the lower income

group are $0.008-$0.009 per trip, the middle income group net benefits are $0.016-$0.018, and

the lugh income group’s net benefits are $0.013-$0 017 per trip All of the scenarios result m
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an increase m consumer welfare to each income class, however, the lowest income class benefits
least, absolutely Lower mcome classes have a lower value of time, and thus, the savings in
transit travel time are valued less for this class than for the other classes The highest income
class tends to benefit less on average per trip than the middle income class Income class three
has a higher value of travel time than income class two, however, their lower average or equal
consumer welfare for the scenario may be due to the fact that this class recezved less advanced
transit service near their work or home locations In general, the differences among the benefits
of the three income classes are relatively small Nevertheless, the fact that these scenarios are
not regressive is important, pohtmally

The results of the analysls of consumer weffare by income class that Includes capital, oper-
atmn, and maintenance costs (1995 present value) are slrmlar These figures were obtained 
subtracting the 1995 present value of the daily cost of the capltal, operation, and maintenance
costs incurred by each income class from the 1995 present value of the daily welfare benefits
received by each income class Capital, operation, and maintenance costs of the technologies are
assumed to be borne by indlv~duals in proportion to thelr amount of travel

Wlth the inclusion of capital, operation, and maintenance costs, the distribution of benefits

across the three income classes dld not slgmficantly change The net benefits per trlp are lower
income ($0 000-$0 008), mlddle income ($0 010-$0 016), and hlgher Income ($0 009-$0 015) 
result is to be expected, given our assumption regarding the dlstrlbutlon of costs. An accurate
eqmty analysis requires that we assume one or more methods of payment for these facdltms
and estimate the payments by income group (Federal and State income taxes, local sales, and
property taxes). Actual methods of payment, of course, vary across regions and over time within
regions and so are lmposslble to project, except by assumptmn. These scenarios appear to be
not regressive, g~ven these cost assumptions, though

5.4. Conclusions of the ITS Advanced Transit Technologies Study

The analyses provided in the previous sectmn allow for a number of general conclusions to be
drawn m this study.

1 In regions like Sacramento that lack extensive penetration of rail or hne-haul transit
service, advanced transit technologms that act as feeder service may not mgmficantly
reduce congestion and emlssmns.

2 In general, the advanced traveler information and demand responsive transit technologies
modeled seemed to provide greater reductions m congestion and emlssxons than personal
rapid transit technology

3. Combining the modeled advanced transit technologms did not tend to increase the travel
and emms~on benefits by a significant amount over the individual technologies because of
overlapping markets m a region with hmlted hght rail service.

4. When capxtal, operation, and maintenance costs of the advanced transit technologies were
not included m consumer welfare estimates, total welfare increased by approximately 1 4
to 1 7 cents per trip (m 1995 present value) across scenarios for all trips m the region.

5. When capital, operation, and maintenance costs of the advanced transit technologies were
included in consumer welfare estimates, the advanced transit information scenario yielded
a higher consumer welfare benefit (1 5 cents per trip m 1995 present value) than the
scenarios that added demand responsive transit and personal rapid transit (from 0 9 to
1.3 cents per trip m 1995 present value) These dzfferences are certmnly wlthm modeling
uncertainty, however.

6 The lowest income class in the region generally received lower net benefits per trip, abso-
lutely, than d~d the other two income classes, but never sustained a loss
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The travel and emlsslons results in this study showed that the advanced transit technology
scenarios have little impact on travel and emissions m thin region As a result, decision makers
would not know whether to adopt them The consumer welfare evaluation, however, showed
that all the advanced transit technology scenarios were beneficml and generally equitable, even
when capital, operation, and maintenance costs were included m the analysis The analysts
also showed that advanced transit information service alone produced the greatest increase in
consumer welfare, that m, the addition of demand responsive transit and personal rapid transit
servme to the advanced transit information scenario tended to reduce consumer welfare benefits
Thus, we conclude that the method of obtaining consumer welfare used m this study ts a useful
analytical tool for ldentzfymg optimal bundles of ITS technologies

6. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

6.1. Conclusions

1 The evaluation of AHS requires travel demand models that represent all forms of induced
travel. In addition, some method of modehng changes in land use patterns must be used,
whether through expert consensus or by using formal models No one has simulated the
effects of AHS on land markets, but several models are available that can do this

2 Accurate evaluation of ITS transit scenarios poses other requirements Travel models must
have sophisticated mode choice submodels with the bike and walk modes represented and
with transit access modes separately modeled Regmns with large carpool shares should
represent auto 2 and auto 3+ in the mode choice submodel An HOV lane use model
will probably increase the accuracy of carpool mode projections Last, It seems wise to
include land use variables m the auto ownership equations and in the transit mode choice
equations, to account for these influences

3 The evaluatmn of any type of ITS technology requires the development and application of
user welfare models and, hopefully, social welfare models Utility-based models are easy to
use m regions with loglt mode choice submodels In other regions, the cost-based method
of user welfare evaluation can be used Full social welfare evaluations will be possible
soon, because USDOT Is completing a large external costs study this year

4 Regarding our specific research expermnces, we conclude that advanced travel demand
models such as we used are adequate for evaluating AHS and ITS transit scenarios, and
that a utility based traveler welfare model Is easily adapted for use w~th such a travel
model Our findings on the travel and emissions effects and on the economic effects of
the scenarios evaluated seems reasonable, judged against theory and limited empirical
experience. Current law in the U S. seems to reqmre these, or similar, methods

6.2. Future Research Directions

1 Our group is proceeding to refine the modeling of AHS by calibrating the most tractable
of the two integrated, market-based urban models available, the Tranus model, on Sacra-
mento regmn datasets. Our initial calibration on 1990 datasets seems adequate and we
are now going to perform a dual calibration on 1980 and 1990 data We will also add in
commercial vehicles and refine our transit and land consumption elastmltm~ We will then

model AHS, along with other conventional scenarios, and project the effects on travel,
emissions, energy use, and locator welfare We can get emissions directly by applying the
California emissions models to our hnk-based vehicle activity data or we can output the
Tranus land use projections into the SACMET 95 model zone files and run it

2 We are also proceeding to improve our economic welfare model by adding capital and
O&M costs for all AHS and other scenarios, and by adding in external costs per person-
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male The USDOT external cost figures for auto travel are avadable and the data for the

other modes will be available soon
3 Another improvement will be better modal emissions data for autos in AHS platoons

These research projects are going on now and so these data wtll be avmlable m the next few
years The requasate macrommulatlon travel demand models, that can represent mdavaduaI
vehicles, are also under development, m Cahforma and In national programs

4 One could combine these varmus models, so each can do what at does best For example,
an antegrated urban model could be used to capture the land use effects of AHS on the
urban edge or of major ITS tranmt improvements near to rail statmns These land use
data could then be fed to travel models, which ~ould then project emlssaons When the
mtcrommulataon models are avadable, they could replace the current travel models

5 If one wished to also model the purchasing of clean-fuel vehlcles, household vehicle trans-
actmns models are under development now and wall soon be m use m Cahforma These
models project the effects on vehicle purchases of varmus prmmg schemes apphed at the re-
tail level and of regulatory pohcie.s apphed to the manufacturers Then, the travel demand
or mlcrosxmulatmn travel models could account for the new fleet compomtlon projected
by the vehmle transactaons models

So, the ITS modeling problems that seemed so formidable only a few years ago are rapidly
being overcome Soon, we wall be able to determine which of these ITS technologms are worth
Implementing In each urban regaon
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